BSOE Space Committee Meeting
10 Feb 2016

1. **Delaware Space Update**

   **Building C – Research Labs**
   - Recommendation going forward to CPS to assign space for Smart Power Lab and Robotics Lab to us
   - Smart Power Lab – 2,800 sf / $1,163M estimate for work / $415 per sf
   - Robotics Lab – 6,150 sf / $2,585M estimate / $420 per sf
   - Space expected to be available Summer-Fall 2017. Plan to add BSOE work to Warm Shell contract so it can be done quickly.

   **Buildings A & B – Office, dry lab**
   - Campus negotiating with Enterprise Technology Center (ETC) AKA Borland Building to relocate staff from Delaware
   - Potential move date begins in September 2016 – depending on prep work, could be available for us within 3-6 months
   - Campus asking us for academic space needs in these buildings – incorporate 3 year hiring plan

   **FOR DISCUSSION WITH COMMITTEE:**

   How can we leverage this space to meet short-mid term space needs for BSOE?
   What makes sense to go to Delaware?
   What are potential issues or problems with that site? What can we do to mitigate those?

2. **Silicon Valley Center Update**

   - Tentative move date around mid-April. Campus plans to move over a weekend.
   - Campus plan for support (e.g. networking, distance learning facilities) still in flux. May be some initial problems at first.
   - VCR has given us final space assignments.
   - For those requests that were not met – suggest faculty schedule and use hotel space regularly to demonstrate need